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Discover Honduras & the Bay IslandsDive into world-class aquatic adventures with whale sharks,

damselfish and barracuda in the clearer-than-crystal waters of the Bay Islands.Paddle dugout canoe

through Central America's largest remaining strand of rainforest in the verdant depths of La

Moskitia.Revel in the mysterious rise and fall of the Maya as you explore the pyramids and

sculptures of the Copan ruins.Discover how a simple soccer game brought a country to war's dark

door.In This Guide:1232 hours of research (by plane, boat and bus), 30 maps, two very tired Lonely

Planet authors.An Outdoor activities chapter gets your pulse pumping while unparalleled history

coverage reveals Honduras' past.Our first edition of Honduras pushes you to go beyond its pages

and create your own do-it-yourself adventure--truly the guidebook of the future.
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Nobody covers the world like Lonely Planet.' --New York Post, May 2004

Who We Are At Lonely Planet, we see our job as inspiring and enabling travellers to connect with

the world for their own benefit and for the benefit of the world at large.   What We Do * We offer

travellers the world's richest travel advice, informed by the collective wisdom of over 350 Lonely

Planet authors living in 37 countries and fluent in 70 languages. * We are relentless in finding the

special, the unique and the different for travellers wherever they are. * When we update our

guidebooks, we check every listing, in person, every time.  * We always offer the trusted filter for

those who are curious, open minded and independent. * We challenge our growing community of



travellers; leading debate and discussion about travel and the world. * We tell it like it is without fear

or favor in service of the travellers; not clouded by any other motive.   What We Believe We believe

that travel leads to a deeper cultural understanding and compassion and therefore a better world.

This book is a big disappointment. I thought it would be filled with maps and diagrams of the places

discussed. Nope. Just a couple of very basic maps and I do mean basic. Much of the information

appears to be out-of-date and there are many omissions in the Roatan section so I am guessing the

same goes for the rest of the book. The parts that I did read were so boring and generic that I really

couldn't get more than a few pages in each section. Yeah, it has some nice color photos in the front

of the book. But I could have gotten that elsewhere. BIG disappointment.

Lonely planet is always OK.I was with two othes and each of us had a different book.Mandatory to

cross reference on any trip.

Love all LP guidebooks. Never leave the US without one.

Met expectations.

Good little book

I work and live in Central America. I am particularly involved with conservation and conservation

education. I was extremely disturbed by the cover of this issue of Lonely Planet, which shows a

photograph of a tethered Green Iguana. The Green Iguana is a protected species in Honduras as it

is in many places due to it's rapidly dwindling population in the wild due to poaching. The process by

which Green Iguana are tethered for sale and consumption is hugely cruel and involves them

cutting the tendons out of the iguana while it is still alive and using them to tie the back legs

together. If they capture a female iguana with eggs, this is even more valuable and so a string is tied

around the iguana's stomach to stop her from being able to lay her eggs while her back legs are

tied. She may be left in this condition in a pile of other iguanas for several days before being sold or

consumed.I've always been a fan of Lonely Planet in the past and I'm sure that they have a large

number of environmentally minded readers. I also believe that once those readers realise the

editorial irresponsibility they have demonstrated in this edition, they will choose to find another

publication.I sincerely hope they do the correct thing and make a sizeable donation to Green Iguana



conservation programmes in Honduras as well as withdraw this edition and change the cover to

something that is not promoting illegal poaching or animal cruelty.

The image on the cover of this book represents an illegal activity in Honduras. If you look closely

you will see that this iguana's legs have been tied together by its tendons. I am a iguana biologist

and when I contacted the company regarding this issues my concerns were ignored. Please do your

part and do not buy this book or any other from this company.

Here Lonely Planet is promoting an illegal activity in Honduras. Look closely and you will see that

this green iguana on the cover is tied up by its tendons, and ready to be sold. Please do your part

and do not buy this book!
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